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Abstract
This article considers the fluid model for the discharge of plasma particle species in display tech-
nology. The fluid equations are coupled with Poisson’s equation, which describes the effect of the
charged particles on the electric field. The diffusion and mobility coefficients for the positive ion par-
ticles depend on the electric field, while those for the electrons depend on the electron mean energy.
The reaction rates are proportional to the products of the densities of the reacting particles involved
in the particular ionization, conversion or recombination reactions. Moreover, the ionization coeffi-
cients are dependent on the electric field, which varies spatially and temporally. The main ionization
and discharge reactions are described by an initial-boundary value problem for a system of coupled
parabolic–elliptic partial differential equations. The system is first analyzed by upper–lower solution
method. By means of the a priori bounds obtained for an arbitrary time, the existence of solution for
the initial-boundary value problem is proved in an appropriate Hölder space.
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Many types of plasma particles occupy the cells between the front and rear glass pan-
els. The voltage in the cell is influenced by the electrodes attached to the front and rear
glass panels, while the electric field inside the cell is also affected by the charged parti-
cles. The space and time variation of the densities of the plasma particles, electrons and
electron energy are described by the fluid equations. The fluid equations are coupled with
the Poisson’s equation which describes the effect of the charged particles on the electric
field, which is the gradient of the voltage in the cell. We will take only four key positively
charged particles into consideration. They are the two xenon ions Xe+, Xe+2 and the two
neon ions Ne+, Ne+2 . Let n1(x, t), . . . , n4(x, t) respectively represent the densities of the
particles Xe+, Xe+2 , Ne+, Ne
+
2 . Let n5(x, t), n6(x, t) respectively represent the densities
of electron e and electron energy; and V (x, t) represents the voltage in the cell. We ob-
tain the following seven coupled parabolic–elliptic equations for the 4 positively charged
particles, electrons, energy and voltage:

∂n1/∂t − ∇ · (D1(|∇V |2)∇n1) + (µ1(|∇V |2)/)[∑4i=1 qini − q5n5]n1
− µ1(|∇V |2)[(∇V ) · ∇n1] = c11(|∇V |2)n5 − c12n1,
∂n2/∂t − ∇ · (D2(|∇V |2)∇n2) + (µ2(|∇V |2)/)[∑4i=1 qini − q5n5]n2
− µ2(|∇V |2)[(∇V ) · ∇n2] = c21n1 − c22n5n2,
∂n3/∂t − ∇ · (D3(|∇V |2)∇n3) + (µ3(|∇V )|2/)[∑4i=1 qini − q5n5]n3
− µ3(|∇V |2)[(∇V ) · ∇n3] = c31(|∇V |2)n5 − c32n3,
∂n4/∂t − ∇ · (D4(|∇V |2)∇n4) + (µ4(|∇V |2)/)[∑4i=1 qini − q5n5]n4
− µ4(|∇V |2)[(∇V ) · ∇n4] = c41n3 − c42n5n4,
∂n5/∂t − ∇ · (D5(n6/n5)∇n5) − (µ5(n6/n5)/)[∑4i=1 qini − q5n5]n5
+ µ5(n6/n5)[(∇V ) · ∇n5]
= c11(|∇V |2)n5 + c31(|∇V |2)n5 − c22n2n5 − c42n4n5,
∂n6/∂t − (5/3)∇ · (D5(n6/n5)∇n6)
− (5/3)(µ5(n6/n5)/)[∑4i=1 qini − q5n5]n6 + (5/3)µ5[(∇V ) · ∇n6]
= eµ5(∇V · ∇V )n5 − eD5[∇V · ∇n5] − n5[∑5i=1 dini],
∆V = −1(∑4i=1 qini − q5n5),
(1.1)
for (x, t) ∈ Ω × [0,∞). The quantity Di and µi for i = 1, . . . ,5 are the diffusion and
mobility coefficients for the corresponding ith species. For i = 1, . . . ,4, they will be as-
sumed to be functions of gradV (x, t) = ∇V , and are thus coupled nonlinearly with the
seventh equation. The product of −1µi(|∇V |2) with the quadractic terms on the left of
the equations expresses part of the influence of the electric field (i.e., gradV (x, t)) on the
evolution of the particles. Note that this quadractic expression is exactly µi div(gradV )ni
as described in the seventh equation. The parameter  represents dielectric permittiv-
ity, e represents the elementary charge, and qi are positive constants for i = 1, . . . ,5.
For i = 5, we will assume the diffusion and mobility coefficients to depend on the so-
called electron mean energy η6/η5. The right-hand side of the six parabolic equations
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of the densities of the reacting particles involved in the particular ionization, conversion
or recombination reactions. In the first equation for Xe+ density, the reactions are due to
ionization from Xe to Xe+, i.e., e + Xe → 2e + Xe+, and ion conversions from Xe+ to
Xe+2 or other particles, e.g., Xe+ + 2Xe → Xe+2 + Xe and Xe+ + 2Ne → NeXe+ + Ne.
Note that we assume the densities of Xe and Ne to be constants. In the second equa-
tion for Xe+2 density, the reactions are due to ion conversion to Xe
+
2 (this includes,
e.g., Xe+ + 2Xe → Xe+2 + Xe or Xe+ + Xe + Ne → Xe+2 + Ne), and recombination
e + Xe+2 → Xe∗∗ + Xe. In the third equation for Ne+ density, the reactions are due to
ionization e + Ne → 2e + Ne+ and ion conversion, e.g., Ne+ + 2Ne → Ne+2 + Ne, and
Ne+ + Ne + Xe → NeXe+ + Ne. In the fourth equation for Ne+2 density, the reactions are
due to ion conversion Ne+ +2Ne → Ne+2 +Ne and recombination e+Ne+2 → Ne∗∗ +Ne.
Note that we assume the ionization coefficients c11 and c31 depend on |∇V |2, because they
change more significantly with the electric field. The other coefficients on the right-hand
side of the equations are assumed to be positive constants. In the fifth equation for electron
density, the reactions are due to ionizations e + Xe → 2e + Xe+, e + Ne → 2e + Ne+,
recombinations e + Xe+2 → Xe∗∗ + Xe and e + Ne+2 → Ne∗∗ + Ne. In the sixth equation
for energy, the first two source terms on the right-hand side are due to heating by electric
field, and the last term is due to energy loss in collisions. The terms involving diffusion
and mobility on the left-hand side are due to appropriate approximation of drift-diffusion,
contributing to the electron energy flux. (See, e.g., [3,4,8,9] for more detailed explana-
tions.)
To fix ideas, we assume Ω is a bounded domain in Rm, with boundary ∂Ω in the Hölder
space H 2+α , 0 < α < 1, as in [5]. As described above, we assume in (1.1), for i = 1, . . . ,4,
that
Di = Di
(|∇V |2), µi = µi(|∇V |2), c11 = c11(|∇V |2),
c31 = c31
(|∇V |2), and D5 = D5(η6/η5), µ5 = µ5(η6/η5).
We will assume that, for i = 1, . . . ,5, Di(z) and µi(z) are respectively positive H 1+α
and Hα functions in compact subsets of all real numbers; and further, µi(z) are bounded
for all real z, i = 1, . . . ,5. The functions c11(z) and c31(z) are positive Hα functions in
compact subsets and are bounded for all real z. We will consider Eq. (1.1) with prescribed
initial-boundary conditions:
ni(x,0) = gi(x,0) 0 for x ∈ Ω, i = 1, . . . ,6,
ni(x, t) = gi(x, t) 0 for (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0,∞), i = 1, . . . ,6,
V (x, t) = φ(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0,∞). (1.2)
In Theorem 2.1, we show that if appropriate coupled upper–lower solutions for problem
(1.1) and (1.2) exist in a certain time interval, they will serve as a priori upper and lower
bounds for the solutions of the initial-boundary value problem. We will give examples to
show that under appropriate ranges of the reaction rates cij , Theorem 2.1 can establish
bounds for the densities of the charged particles. Such bounds can determine whether the
reaction rates will lead the densities of the particles to generate light through discharge.
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also be used in Main Theorem 3.2 to prove the existence of the solutions of (1.1), (1.2)
in appropriate Hölder space on the time interval involved. These methods can be used to
study more elaborate systems involving more particles. They are however too lengthy for
this present analysis. Better understanding of these problems is beneficial for further study
of the control of light distribution on the display panel.
2. Upper–lower solutions or bounds
We now define convenient coupled upper–lower solutions for problem (1.1) and (1.2).
They will be used as upper and lower bounds for solutions of the initial-boundary value
problem.
Definition 2.1. A pair of vector functions (nˆ1(x, t), . . . , nˆ5(x, t)) and (n˜1(x, t), . . . , n˜5(x, t))
with each component in C21(Ω¯ × [0, T ]), where n˜i  nˆi , i = 1, . . . ,5, with
0 n˜i (x, t) gi(x, t) nˆi (x, t), i = 1, . . . ,5, and
0 < n˜5(x, t) for (x, t) ∈
(
Ω × {0})∪ (∂Ω × [0, T ]), (2.1)
are called coupled upper–lower solutions for problem (1.1), (1.2), if (nˆ1, . . . , nˆ5) satisfies
in Ω × (0, T ):

∂nˆ1/∂t − ∇ · (D1(|∇W |2)∇nˆ1) + (µ1(|∇W |2)/)[q1nˆ1 +∑4i=1,i =1 qizi
− q5z5]nˆ1 − µ1(|∇W |2)[(∇W) · ∇nˆ1] c11(|∇W |2)z5 − c12nˆ1,
∂nˆ2/∂t − ∇ · (D2(|∇W |2)∇nˆ2) + (µ2(|∇W |2)/)[q2nˆ2 +∑4i=1,i =2 qizi
− q5z5]nˆ2 − µ2(|∇W |2)[(∇W) · ∇nˆ2] c21z1 − c22z5nˆ2,
∂nˆ3/∂t − ∇ · (D3(|∇W |2)∇nˆ3) + (µ3(|∇W |2)/)[q3nˆ3 +∑4i=1,i =3 qizi
− q5z5]nˆ3 − µ3(|∇W |2)[(∇W) · ∇nˆ3] c31(|∇W |2)z5 − c32nˆ3,
∂nˆ4/∂t − ∇ · (D4(|∇W |2)∇nˆ4) + (µ4(|∇W |2)/)[q4nˆ4 +∑4i=1,i =4 qizi
− q5z5]nˆ4 − µ4(|∇W |2)[(∇W) · ∇nˆ4] c41z3 − c42z5nˆ4,
∂nˆ5/∂t − ∇ · (D5(Z)∇nˆ5) − (µ5(Z)/)[∑4i=1 qizi − q5nˆ5]nˆ5
+ µ5(Z)[(∇W) · ∇nˆ5]
 c11(|∇W |2)nˆ5 + c31(|∇W |2)nˆ5 − c22z2nˆ5 − c42z4nˆ5,
(2.2)
while (n˜1, . . . , n˜5) satisfy (2.2) with corresponding nˆi replaced by n˜i and all the inequali-
ties reversed, at all (z1, . . . , z5) with n˜i  zi  nˆi , i = 1, . . . ,5. Here, for i = 1, . . . ,4,
Di = Di
(|∇W |2), µi = µi(|∇W |2), c11 = c11(|∇W |2),
c31 = c31
(|∇W |2);
and W is any C21 function in Ω¯ × [0, T ]. In the 5th inequality, D5 and µ5 are allowed to
21be evaluated at any C (Ω¯ × [0, T ]) function Z.
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and (n˜1, . . . , n˜5) be a pair of coupled upper–lower solutions as described in Definition 2.1,
with nˆi > n˜i in Ω¯ × [0, T ], i = 1, . . . ,5; and (n1, . . . , n6,V ) be a solution of the initial-
boundary value problem with components in C21(Ω¯ ×[0, T ]). Then the following inequal-
ities are satisfied:
n˜i (x, t) ni(x, t) nˆi (x, t), i = 1, . . . ,5, (2.3)
for all (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ].
Proof. For convenience, let
f1(x, t,w1,w2, . . . ,w5) = c11
(∣∣∇V (x, t)∣∣2)w5 − c12w1 − −1µ1(∣∣∇V (x, t)∣∣2)
×
[ 4∑
i=1
qiwi − q5w5
]
w1,
f2(x, t,w1,w2, . . . ,w5) = c21w1 − c22w5w2 − −1µ2
(∣∣∇V (x, t)∣∣2)
×
[ 4∑
i=1
qiwi − q5w5
]
w2,
f3(x, t,w1,w2, . . . ,w5) = c31
(∣∣∇V (x, t)∣∣2)w5 − c32w3 − −1µ3(∣∣∇V (x, t)∣∣2)
×
[ 4∑
i=1
qiwi − q5w5
]
w3,
f4(x, t,w1,w2, . . . ,w5) = c41w3 − c42w5w4 − −1µ4
(∣∣∇V (x, t)∣∣2)
×
[ 4∑
i=1
qiwi − q5w5
]
w4,
f5(x, t,w1,w2, . . . ,w5) = c11
(∣∣∇V (x, t)∣∣2)w5 − c31(∣∣∇V (x, t)∣∣2)w5 − c22w2w5
− c42w4w5 + −1µ5
(
n6(x, t)/n5(x, t)
)
×
[ 4∑
i=1
qiwi − q5w5
]
w5. (2.4)
Since the functions c11, c31 and µi , i = 1, . . . ,5, are assumed to be bounded, the functions
fi satisfies:
∣∣fi(x, t,wα1 , . . . ,wα5 )− fi(x, t,wβ1 , . . . ,wβ5 )∣∣K
( 5∑
j=1
[
wαj − wβj
]2)1/2 (2.5)
for some K > 0, for all (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ] and (wα1 , . . . ,wα5 ), (wβ1 , . . . ,wβ5 ) with both
w = wαi and wβi satisfying{ } { }min n˜i (x, t) | (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ] w max nˆi (x, t) | (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ] ,
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k = min
1i5
{
nˆi (x, t) − n˜(x, t) | (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ]
}
.
For 0 < σ < (k/2)[1 + 3K51/2T ]−1, i = 1, . . . ,5, define
n±σi (x, t) = ni(x, t) ± [1 + 3K51/2t]σ for (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ].
By hypothesis, at t = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,5, we have
n˜i (x, t) < n
+σ
i (x, t) and n
−σ
i (x, t) < nˆi(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ]. (2.6)
Suppose one of these inequalities fails at some point in Ω¯ × (0, τ1), where τ1 =
min{T ,1/(3K51/2)}; and (x1, t1) is a point in Ω¯ × (0, τ1), with minimal t1 where (2.6)
fails. At (x1, t1), n˜i = n+σi or n−σi = nˆi for some i. Assume that the latter is the case; a
similar proof holds for the former case. (Also, assume that i = 1; same arguments hold
for other cases of i.) First, let nˆ1(x1, t1) = n−σ1 (x1, t1) with x1 ∈ Ω . In the differential
inequality (2.2) for upper solution, we evaluate W at the function V (x, t) and Z at the
function n6(x, t)/n5(x, t), which are obtained from the components of the solution itself.
At (x1, t1), we deduce:
(∂/∂t)
(
nˆ1 − n−σ1
)∣∣
(x1,t1)
= ∂nˆ1/∂t − ∂n1/∂t + 3σK51/2
∇ · (D1(|∇V |2)∇(nˆ1 − n1))+ µ1(|∇V |2)[(∇V ) · ∇(nˆ1 − n1)]
− µ1
(|∇V |2)−1
(
q1nˆ1 +
4∑
i=2
qizi − q5z5
)
nˆ1
+ µ1
(|∇V |2)−1
( 4∑
i=1
qini − q5n5
)
n1
+ c11
(|∇V |2)z5 − c12nˆ1 − c11(|∇V |2)n5 + c12n1 + 3σK51/2
= f1
(
x1, t1, n
−σ
1 , z2, . . . , z5
)− f1(x1, t1, n1, . . . , n5) + 3σK51/2, (2.7)
where zi = max{n−σi (x1, t1), n˜i (x1, t1)} or min{n+σi (x1, t1), nˆ(x1, t1)} for i = 2, . . . ,5.
(Here, we apply the inequality (2.2).) Since |n−σ1 − n1| and |zi − ni |, i = 2, . . . ,5, are
 (1 + 3K51/2t1)σ  2σ , we obtain
(∂/∂t)
(
nˆ1 − n−σ1
)∣∣
(x1,t1)
 σK51/2 > 0,
contradicting the definition of (x1, t1). Hence, we must have x1 ∈ ∂Ω . However, by (2.1),
we must have n−σ (x, t) < nˆi(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0, T ]. Thus (2.6) must hold for
(x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × (0, τ1). Passing to the limit as σ → 0+, we obtain (2.3) for i = 1, . . . ,5,
(x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, τ1]. If τ1 < T , we repeat the above arguments in the shifted time interval
[τ1, τ2], where τ2 = min{T , τ1 + 1/(3K51/2)}. Eventually, we obtain (2.3) in Ω¯ × [0, T ]
for i = 1, . . . ,5. 
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0 < c˜11  c11(ξ) cˆ11, 0 < c˜31  c31(ξ) cˆ31, and
0 < µ˜i  µi(ξ) µˆi , i = 1, . . . ,5 for all ξ ∈ R.
Suppose there exist positive constants δ and Ci , i = 1, . . . ,5, with δ < C5, ∑4i=1 qiCi <
q5C5 satisfying:
−(µˆ1/)(q1C1 − q5C5)C1 + cˆ11C5 − c12C1 < 0,
−(µˆ2/)(q2C2 − q5C5)C2 + c21C1 − c22δC2 < 0,
−(µˆ3/)(q3C3 − q5C5)C3 + cˆ31C5 − c32C3 < 0,
−(µˆ4/)(q4C4 − q5C5)C4 + c41C3 − c42δC4 < 0,
+(µ˜5/)(q1C1 + q2C2 + q3C3 + q4C4 − q5C5)C5 + cˆ11C5 + cˆ31C5 < 0, (2.8)
and
−(µˆ5/)q5δ + c˜11 + c˜31 − c22C2 − c42C4 > 0. (2.9)
Moreover, suppose that the initial-boundary functions in (1.2) satisfy
0 gi(x, t) Ci, i = 1, . . . ,4,
δ  g5(x, t) C5 for (x, t) ∈
(
Ω × {0})∪ (∂Ω × [0, T ]); (2.10)
and (n1, . . . , n6,V ) is a solution of the initial-boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) with
each component in C21(Ω¯ × [0, T ]). Then the following inequalities:
0 ni(x, t) Ci for i = 1, . . . ,4, and
δ  n5(x, t) C5 (2.11)
are satisfied for all (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ]. (Note that V (x, t) can be readily estimated by
using the bounds for ni(x, t), i = 1, . . . ,5, in (2.11) and the last equation in (1.1).)
Proof. Choose n˜i (x, t) := 0, nˆi (x, t) := Ci , for i = 1, . . . ,4, and n˜5(x, t) := δ,
nˆ5(x, t) := C5 for (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ]. Then the inequalities in (2.11) follow readily from
Theorem 2.1. 
Remark. Under further assumptions, we will also deduce bounds for n6(x, t) in Ω¯×[0, T ]
in Section 3.
Example 2.1. Suppose that:
q1 = q2 = q3 = q4 = q5 = 1.6 × 10−19 coulombs,
c˜11 = c˜31 = 1.85 × 10−9 s−1, cˆ11 = cˆ31 = 6 × 10−9 s−1,
c12 = c32 = 2.5 × 10−8 s−1,
c21 = c41 = 10−16 s−1, c22 = c42 = 10−14 cm3/s,
µ˜i/ < µˆi/ = 10−1 cm3/coulombs, for i = 1,2,3,4,
µ˜5/ = 0.8 × 107 cm3/coulombs, µˆ5/ = 107 cm3/coulombs.
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C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = 105 cm−3; C5 = 4.1 × 105 cm−3; δ = 1 cm−3.
Consequently, Corollary 2.1 can be applied to obtain bounds for solutions of (1.1), (1.2).
(Here, some of the rates are similar to those in, e.g., [4].)
Example 2.2. From experimental observations, glow discharge occurs when the ions reach
concentration level of the order 1014. This example shows that when the boundary concen-
trations of electrons are above a certain sufficient level, one will need large constants of the
order 1014 for upper solutions for the five concentration components. Suppose that:
q1 = q2 = q3 = q4 = q5 = 1.6 × 10−19,
c˜11 = c˜31 = 1.398 × 10−4,
cˆ11 = cˆ31 = 7.1 × 10−4,
c12 = c32 = 2.5 × 10−2,
c21 = c41 = 10−7, c22 = c42 = 5.97 × 10−19,
µ˜i/ < µˆi/ = 10−2 for i = 1,2,3,4, µ˜5/ = 0.9 × 103, µˆ5/ = 103.
Then, the inequalities (2.8) and (2.9) are satisfied by choosing:
C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = 1014; C5 = 4.1 × 1014; δ = 1012.
Consequently, Corollary 2.1 can be applied to obtain bounds for solutions of (1.1), (1.2).
(Here, the units for corresponding quantities are the same as those in the last example.)
3. Existence of classical solutions for the initial-boundary value problem
In this section, we will consider the existence of solution for the initial-boundary value
problem (1.1), (1.2) for an arbitrary time interval. We will need additional assumptions
concerning the dependence of diffusivity and mobility of the species on the electric field
and mean electron energy. In the problem (1.1), (1.2), we assume that for i = 1, . . . ,5:
Di = Di(z,λ) = αi + λfi(z), µi = µi(z,λ) = βi + λf˜i(z), (3.1)
where αi and βi are positive constants, and λ is a nonnegative real parameter. For i =
1,2,3,4, the functions fi(z) and their first two derivatives are continuous and bounded
on bounded subsets in R; the function f5(z) and its first two derivatives are continuous
and bounded for all real z. The functions f˜i (z), i = 1, . . . ,5, and their first derivatives are
continuous and bounded for all real z. Furthermore, the functions c11(z), c31(z) and their
first derivatives are also continuous and bounded for all real z. We will assume that the
initial-boundary functions gi(x, t) defined on (∂Ω ×[0, T ])∪ (Ω ×{0}), i = 1, . . . ,6, can
be extended to be functions gˆi in the Hölder space H 2+α,(2+α)/2(Ω¯ × [0, T ]), 0 < α < 1.
The boundary function φ(x, t) will be assumed to be in the class H 2+α,(2+α)/2(∂Ω¯T ). We
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i = 1, . . . ,6, are inside sets of the form:
S(Q) := {u ∈ H 1+α,(1+α)/2(Ω¯ × [0, T ]) ∣∣ ui = 0 on (∂Ω × [0, T ])∪ (Ω × {0}),
‖ui‖1+α < Q + 1, i = 1, . . . ,6
} (3.2)
for some large constant Q. Deforming Di , i = 1, . . . ,5, in (3.1) by 0 s  1:
Dsi = Dsi (z, λ) = αi + λsfi(z), (3.3)
and accordingly transforming problem (1.1), (1.2), we will consider a family of problems
for 0 s  1:

∂ns1/∂t − ∇ · (Ds1(|∇V s |2)∇ns1) + s(µ1(|∇V s |2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qinsi − q5ns5]ns1
− sµ1(|∇V s |2)[(∇V s) · ∇ns1] = (c11(|∇V s |2)ns5 − c12ns1)s,
∂ns2/∂t − ∇ · (Ds2(|∇V s |2)∇ns2) + s2(µ2(|∇V s |2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qinsi − q5ns5]ns2
− sµ2(|∇V s |2)[(∇V s) · ∇ns2] = c21ns1s2 − c22ns5ns2s,
∂ns3/∂t − ∇ · (Ds3(|∇V s |2)∇ns3) + s(µ3(|∇V s |2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qinsi − q5ns5]ns3
− sµ3(|∇V s |2)[(∇V s) · ∇ns3] = (c31(|∇V s |2)ns5 − c32ns3)s,
∂ns4/∂t − ∇ · (Ds4(|∇V s |2)∇ns4) + s2(µ4(|∇V s |2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qinsi − q5ns5]ns4
− sµ4(|∇V s |2)[(∇V s) · ∇ns4] = c41ns3s2 − c42ns5ns4s,
∂ns5/∂t − ∇ · (Ds5(ns6/ns5)∇ns5) − s(µ5(ns6/ns5)/)[
∑4
i=1 qinsi − q5ns5]ns5
+ sµ5(ns6/ns5)[(∇V s) · ∇ns5]
= (c11(|∇V s |2)ns5 + c31(|∇V s |2)ns5 − c22ns2ns5 − c42ns4ns5)s,
∂ns6/∂t − (5/3)∇ · (Ds5(ns6/ns5)∇ns6) − s(5/3)(µ5(ns6/ns5)/)[
∑4
i=1 qinsi
− q5ns5]ns6 + s(5/3)µ5[(∇V s) · ∇ns6]
= (eµ5(∇V s · ∇V s)ns5 − eDs5[∇V s · ∇ns5] − ns5[
∑5
i=1 dinsi ])s,
∆V s = −1(∑4i=1 qinsi − q5ns5),
(3.4)
with prescribed initial-boundary conditions:
nsi (x,0) = gsi (x,0) 0 for x ∈ Ω, i = 1, . . . ,6,
nsi (x, t) = gsi (x, t) 0 for (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0,∞), i = 1, . . . ,6,
V s(x, t) = φ(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0,∞). (3.5)
We will assume that the initial-boundary functions gsi (x, t) defined on (∂Ω × [0, T ]) ∪
(Ω × {0}), i = 1, . . . ,6, can be extended to be functions gˆsi in the Hölder space
H 2+α,(2+α)/2(Ω¯ × [0, T ]). We will let g0i (x, t) = 0, g1i (x, t) = gi(x, t) for (x, t) ∈
(Ω × {0}) ∪ (∂Ω × [0, T ]), i = 1, . . . ,6. Further, for 0  s  1, (x, t) ∈ (Ω × {0}) ∪
(∂Ω × [0, T ]), the functions will be assumed to satisfy
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s(1 − σ)δ  gs5(x, t) C5 (3.6)
for a small positive constant σ . For convenience, we will denote
ΓT :=
(
∂Ω × [0, T ])∪ (Ω¯ × {0}), Ω¯T := Ω¯ × [0, T ].
To simplify writing, we will not display the dependence of Dsi ,µi on the parameter λ in
(3.4) and some following formulas. Let λ¯ > 0, and for this section we assume
0 < µ˜i  µi(z,λ) µˆi
for all 0 λ λ¯, z ∈ R, i = 1, . . . ,5. Moreover, we assume in this section that
0 < c˜11  c11(z) cˆ31, 0 < c˜31  c31(z) cˆ31,
for all z ∈ R.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that there exist positive constants δ, Ci , i = 1, . . . ,5, with δ < C5,∑4
i=1 qiCi < q5C5 satisfying (2.8), (2.9); and the initial-boundary functions gsi satisfy
(3.6), for 0  s  1. Let (ns1, . . . , ns6,V s), be a solution of problem (3.4), (3.5) with com-
ponents in C21(Ω¯ × [0, T ]), and nsi − gˆsi ∈ S(Q) for i = 1, . . . ,6. Then for each Q > 0
there exists λˆ ∈ (0, λ¯] sufficiently small, so that for 0 λ < λˆ, the solution must satisfy for
0 s  1, i = 1, . . . ,5, j = 1, . . . ,m:
max
(x,t)∈ΓT
∣∣∂nsi /∂xj ∣∣ M˜1, (3.7)
where M˜1 is a constant independent of Q, determined by δ, and Ci , i = 1, . . . ,5.
Proof. In (2.8), the second and fourth inequalities can be modified to:
−(µˆ2/)(q2C2 − q5C5)C2 + c21C1 − c22(1 − σ)δC2 < 0,
−(µˆ4/)(q4C4 − q5C5)C4 + c41C3 − c42(1 − σ)δC4 < 0 (3.8)
provided σ is a sufficiently small positive number. For each 0  s  1, define the cou-
pled upper–lower solution pair for problem (3.4), (3.5) to be (C1, . . . ,C5) and (0,0,0,0,
s[1 − σ ]δ) as described in Definition 2.1, modified by appropriate scaling with s or s2
as in (3.4). By (2.8), (2.9) and (3.8), one readily verifies that the pair indeed satisfies the
appropriate inequalities described in (2.2) for an upper–lower solution pair. Consequently,
using condition (3.6) and Theorem 2.1, we assert that:
0 nsi (x, t) Ci, i = 1,2,3,4, s(1 − σ)δ  ns5(x, t) C5
for (x, t)  Ω¯T . These bounds and the last equation in (3.4) then give a bound for the
first spatial derivatives of V s in Ω¯T by means of W 2p estimates and embedding the-
orem. In the first 5 equations in (3.4), the first spatial derivatives of nsi are multiplied
by (∂Dsi /∂z)(|∇V s |2)V sxj V sxj xk or (∂Ds5/∂z)(ns6/ns5)(ns6/ns5)xk , and also by the first spa-
tial derivatives of V s . The last equation in (3.4) gives estimate of V sxj xk in terms of the
Hölder norm of nsi , i = 1, . . . ,5, which are, by hypotheses of this lemma, limited by Q.
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multiplying with the first spatial derivatives of nsi in the first five equations in (3.4) are
bounded by a constant independent on Q, determined by Ci , i = 1, . . . ,5, and δ. More-
over, the assumption on fi implies that for sufficiently small positive λ, we have Dsi  αi/2
whenever they are evaluated in the equations.
Using the growth estimate of the terms in the ith equation with respect to ∇nsi and
the lower estimate of the ellipticity, we can apply [5, Lemma 3.1, Chapter VI, p. 535], to
obtain the estimate (3.7) in this lemma. The method of S.N. Bernstein is used to estimate
the gradient on the boundary in proving the Lemma 3.1 referred in [5]. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume all the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, and (ns1, . . . , ns6,V s) is a solution of
(3.4), (3.5) with properties as described there. Then for each Q> 0 there exists λˆ > 0 suf-
ficiently small, so that for 0 λ < λˆ, the solution must satisfy for 0 s  1, i = 1, . . . ,5,
j = 1, . . . ,m:
max
(x,t)∈Ω¯T
∣∣∂nsi /∂xj ∣∣ M˜2, (3.9)
where M˜2 is a constant independent of Q, determined by M˜1, δ, and Ci , i = 1, . . . ,5.
Proof. As in Lemma 3.1, the first spatial derivatives of V s are bounded by constants de-
pendent on δ and Ci , i = 1, . . . ,5. Moreover, we have ns5  s(1 − σ)δ in Ω¯T ; and for
each 1  s > 0, |ns6/ns5| is bounded by a constant dependent on Q and s. In each of the
first five equations in (3.4), we interpret ∇V s and ns6/ns5 to be given functions on (x, t)
substituted into Dsk , k = 1, . . . ,4, and Ds5, respectively. We will apply [5, Theorem 4.1,
p. 443]. In relation to the notations of that theorem, we identify u with nsk , p with (nsk)xi ,
and ai(x, t, u,p) with Dsk(|∇V s |2)(x, t)(nsk)xi or Ds5(ns6/ns5)(x, t)(ns5)xi . For instance, the
derivative ∂Dsk(|∇V s |2)(x, t)/∂xi involves terms of the form (∂Dsk(|∇V s |2)/∂z)V sxj V sxj xi ,
while as explained in the previous lemma the quantities V sxj xi are bounded by a constant
determined by Q. Consequently, by assumption (3.3), we can readily verify that for 0 <
λ < λˆ sufficiently small, the expressions |Dsk(|∇V s |2)(x, t)|, |∂Dsk(|∇V s |2)(x, t)/∂xi |,|Ds5(ns6/ns5)(x, t)| and |∂Ds5(ns6/ns5)(x, t)/∂xi | are all bounded by a constant independent
of Q. On the other hand, the growth of the other terms in the each of the equations with
respect to nsk and (n
s
k)xi are bounded by K1 + K2|∇nsk| for some constants K1, K2, since
nsi are bounded for i = 1, . . . ,5. Thus for each equation in (3.4), k = 1, . . . ,5, we can apply
[5, Theorem 4.1, p. 443], to assert that max(x,t)∈Ω¯T |∂nsi /∂xj | can be estimated in terms
of δ, Ci , i = 1, . . . ,5, and maxΓT |∂nsk/∂xj |. Finally, by Lemma 3.1, we obtain inequal-
ity (3.9). 
Lemma 3.3. Assume all the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, and (ns1, . . . , ns6,V s) is a solution
of (3.4), (3.5) with properties as described there. Then for each Q > 0 there exists λˆ >
0 sufficiently small, so that for 0  λ < λˆ, the solution must satisfy for 0  s  1, j =
1, . . . ,m:
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(x,t)∈Ω¯T
∣∣ns6∣∣K1, max
(x,t)∈Ω¯T
∣∣∂ns6/∂xj ∣∣K2, (3.10)
where K1, K2 are constants independent of Q, determined by M˜1, M˜2, δ, and Ci , i =
1, . . . ,5.
Proof. Consider the 6th equation in (3.4). The function z = ns6 can be viewed as a solution
of the linear nonhomogeneous parabolic problem:
∂z/∂t − (5/3)∇ · (Ds5(ns6/ns5)∇z)− s(5/3)(µ5(ns6/ns5)/)
[ 4∑
i=1
qin
s
i − q5ns5
]
z
+ s(5/3)µ5
[
(∇V s) · ∇z]
=
(
eµ5(∇V s · ∇V s)ns5 − eDs5[∇V s · ∇ns5] − ns5
[ 5∑
i=1
din
s
i
])
s
for (x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T );
z(x, t) = gs6(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ ΓT . (3.11)
By Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and formula (3.1), the coefficients and nonhomogeneous terms are
all bounded independent of Q, for 0  λ  λˆ sufficiently small. Let B1, B2, Y0, W0 be
constants such that:∣∣∣∣∣s(5/3)(µ5(ns6/ns5)/)
[ 4∑
i=1
qin
s
i − q5ns5
]∣∣∣∣∣ B1,∣∣∣∣∣
(
eµ5(∇V s · ∇V s)ns5 − eDs5[∇V s · ∇ns5] − ns5
[ 5∑
i=1
din
s
i
])
s
∣∣∣∣∣ B2
for (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T ,
Y0 
∣∣gs6(x, t)∣∣W0 for (x, t) ∈ ΓT . (3.12)
Define Y(x, t) := Y(t), W(x, t) := W(t), for (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T , to be functions respectively
satisfying:
dY/dt = B1Y − B2, Y (0) = Y0;
dW/dt = B1W + B2, W(0) = W0. (3.13)
The functions Y,W are respectively lower and upper solutions of problem (3.11) as de-
scribed in [6,7]. Thus we find:
Y(t) ns6(x, t)W(t) for (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T . (3.14)
We obtain the first inequality in (3.10). The second inequality follows by applying
Lemma 3.1 on p. 535 and Theorem 4.1 on p. 443 in [5], as in the proof of Lemmas 3.1
and 3.2 above. 
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(2.8), (2.9) as described in Lemma 3.1; and the initial-boundary functions gsi satisfy (3.6),for 0 s  1. Let (ns1, . . . , ns6,V s), be a solution of problem (3.4), (3.5) with components
in C21(Ω¯ ×[0, T ]), and nsi − gˆsi ∈ S(Q) for i = 1, . . . ,6. Then for each Q > 0 there exists
λˆ > 0 sufficiently small, so that for 0  λ < λˆ, the solution must satisfy for 0  s  1,
i = 1, . . . ,6:
max
(x,t)∈Ω¯T
∣∣∂nsi /∂t∣∣ M˜3, (3.15)
where M˜3 is a constant independent of Q, determined by δ, and Ci , i = 1, . . . ,5.
Proof. For (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ), i = 1, . . . ,6, 0 s  1 and h > 0 small, let
n
s,h
i (x, t) = h−1
[
nsi (x, t + h) − nsi (x, t)
]
. (3.16)
For convenience, we denote:
q˜i = qi, i = 1, . . . ,4; q˜5 = −q5.
Using the first equation of (3.4) at (x, t + h) and (x, t), and writing, e.g.,[
Ds1
(|∇V s |2)(x, t + h) − Ds1(|∇V s |2)(x, t)]h−1
=
[ 1∫
0
(
Ds1
)′(
τ |∇V s |2(x, t + h) + (1 − τ)|∇V s |2(x, t))dτ
]
×
[
m∑
i=1
(
V sxi (x, t + h) + V sxi (x, t)
)(
V sxi (x, t + h) − V sxi (x, t)
)
h−1
]
, (3.17)
we deduce that ns,h1 (x, t) satisfies:
∂n
s,h
1 /∂t − ∇ ·
{
Ds1
(|∇V |2(x, t))∇ns,h1
+ ∇ns1(x, t + h)
[ 1∫
0
(
Ds1
)′(
τ |∇V s |2(x, t + h) + (1 − τ)∣∣∇(V s)∣∣2(x, t))dτ
]
×
[
m∑
i=1
(
V sxi (x, t + h) + V sxi (x, t)
)× ∫
Ω
−1Gxi (x, ξ)
5∑
k=1
q˜kn
s,h
k (ξ, t) dξ
]}
+ s−1
1∫
0
µ′1
(
τ |∇V s |2(x, t + h) + (1 − τ)|∇V s |2(x, t))dτ
×
[
m∑(
V s (x, t + h) + V s (x, t))i=1
xi xi
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∫
Ω
−1Gxi (x, ξ)
5∑
k=1
q˜kn
s,h
k (ξ, t) dξ
][ 5∑
k=1
q˜kn
s
k(x, t + h)
]
ns1(x, t + h)
+ s−1µ1
(|∇V s |2(x, t))
[ 5∑
k=1
q˜kn
s,h
k (x, t)
]
ns1(x, t + h)
+ s−1µ1
(|∇V s |2(x, t))
[ 5∑
k=1
q˜kn
s
k(x, t)
]
n
s,h
1 (x, t)
− s
1∫
0
µ′1
(
τ |∇V s |2(x, t + h) + (1 − τ)|∇V s |2(x, t))dτ
×
[
m∑
i=1
(
V sxi (x, t + h) + V sxi (x, t)
)× ∫
Ω
−1Gxi (x, ξ)
5∑
k=1
q˜kn
s,h
k (ξ, t) dξ
]
× [∇V s(x, t + h) · ∇ns1(x, t + h)]− sµ1(|∇V s |2(x, t))
×
[(∫
Ω
5∑
k=1
q˜kn
s,h
k (ξ, t)∇G(x, ξ) dξ
)
· ∇ns1(x, t + h)
+ ∇V s(x, t) · ∇ns,h1 (x, t)
]
=
{[ 1∫
0
c′11
(
τ |∇V s |2(x, t + h) + (1 − τ)|∇V s |2(x, t))dτ
]
×
[
m∑
i=1
(
V sxi (x, t + h) + V sxi (x, t)
)
×
∫
Ω
−1Gxi (x, ξ)
5∑
k=1
q˜kn
s,h
k (ξ, t) dξ
]
ns5(x, t + h)
+ c11
(|∇V s |2(x, t))ns,h5 (x, t) − c12ns,h1 (x, t)
}
s. (3.18)
The integral terms over Ω above arise from expressing V sxi in terms of Newtonian potential
or Green’s function using the last equation in (3.4) (see, e.g., [2, p. 54]).
From the first equation in (3.4), we find that ns1(x, t) is a solution of a linear nonhomo-
geneous parabolic equation with the coefficients and nonhomogeneous terms dependent on
nsk(x, t). Thus using the fact that n
s
k − gˆsk are in S(Q), we can obtain by Schauder’s estimate
that |∆ns1| is bounded. Note that |V sxixj | can also be shown to have a bound dependent on
Q by using Schauder’s estimate with the last equation in (3.4). Consequently, from (3.18)
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in Ω × [0, T ):
∂zi(x, t)/∂t − σ si (x, t)∆zi +
[
Rsi1 (x, t) + λRsi2 (x, t)
] · ∇zi + 6∑
j=1
Rsi3j (x, t)zj (x, t)
+
5∑
j=1
∫
Ω
m∑
k=1
[
Rsi4k(x, t) + λRsi5k(x, t)
]
Gxk (x, ξ)q˜j zj (ξ, t) dξ
+ λ
5∑
j=1
∫
Ω
m∑
r=1
m∑
k=1
Hsirk(x, t)Gxrxk (x, ξ)q˜j
[
zj (ξ, t) − zj (x, t)
]
dξ
+ λ
5∑
j=1
q˜j zj (x, t)
∫
∂Ω
m∑
r=1
m∑
k=1
Hsirk(x, t)Gxr (x, ξ)νk(ξ) dξ = 0, (3.19)
where σ si (x, t), R
si
1 (x, t), R
si
3j (x, t), R
si
4k(x, t), H
si
rk(x, t) are bounded continuous func-
tions in Ω¯T . Rsi2 (x, t), R
si
5k(x, t) are also bounded continuous functions in Ω¯T , however
with bounds determined by Q; they are multiplied by the factor λ which arises from differ-
entiating the functions Ds1 and µ1. Here, νk denotes the kth component of the outward unit
normal. The last two expressions in (3.19) arise from applying the operator ∇ in the second
term of (3.18) on the integral over Ω . Here, we have also used Lemma 3.1 to Lemma 3.3,
and the assumptions on Di and µi in (3.1) in the assertion concerning the bounds of the
coefficients. We also have σ si (x, t) > 0 in Ω¯T for 0 λ < λˆ sufficiently small.
For convenience, we denote:
F˜ si
(
x, t, z1(x, t), . . . , z6(x, t); z1(·, t), . . . , z5(·, t), λ
)
=
6∑
j=1
Rsi3j zj (x, t) +
5∑
j=1
∫
Ω
m∑
k=1
[
Rsi4k(x, t) + λRsi5k(x, t)
]
Gxk (x, ξ)q˜j zj (ξ, t) dξ,
(3.20)
F si
(
x, t, z1(x, t), . . . , z6(x, t); z1(·, t), . . . , z5(·, t), λ
)
= F˜ si (x, t, . . . , λ)
+ λ
5∑
j=1
∫
Ω
m∑
r=1
m∑
k=1
Hsirk(x, t)Gxrxk (x, ξ)q˜j
[
zj (ξ, t) − zj (x, t)
]
dξ
+ λ
5∑
j=1
q˜j zj (x, t)
∫
∂Ω
m∑
r=1
m∑
k=1
HsirkGxr (x, ξ)νk(ξ) dξ (3.21)for i = 1, . . . ,6. The function F˜ si satisfies:
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− F˜ si
(
x, t, z˜1(x, t), . . . , z˜6(x, t); z˜1(·, t), . . . , z˜5(·, t), λ
)∣∣
L1 · max
ξ∈Ω
( 6∑
j=1
∣∣z¯j (ξ, t) − z˜j (ξ, t)∣∣2
)1/2
(3.22)
for some constant L1 > 0, for all (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T , 0 λ < λˆ. Let
L2 = λˆ6−1/2
5∑
j=1
m∑
r=1
m∑
k=1
max
ΩT
∣∣∣∣
∫
∂Ω
HsirkGxr (x, ξ)νk(ξ) dξ
∣∣∣∣q˜j .
The proof of the theorem is complete by using the following lemma to obtain bounds for
the difference quotients in (3.16). The parameter λ is fixed in [0, λˆ).
Lemma 3.4. Let zj (x, t), vj (x, t), wj(x, t), j = 1, . . . ,6, be functions in C21(Ω¯ ×[0, T ]),
and has wj(x, t) − vj (x, t) > 0 for all (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T . Suppose that the functions zj satisfy
for (x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T ]:
∂zj (x, t)/∂t − σ sj (x, t)∆zj +
[
R
sj
1 (x, t) + λRsj2 (x, t)
] · ∇zj
+ F sj
(
x, t, z1(x, t), . . . , z6(x, t); z1(·, t), . . . , z5(·, t), λ
)= 0, (3.23)
and
vj (x, t) < zj (x, t) < wj (x, t) for (x, t) ∈
(
Ω × {0})∪ (∂Ω × [0, T ]). (3.24)
Moreover, the functions vj (x, t) and wj(x, t), j = 1, . . . ,6, satisfy:
∂vj (x, t)/∂t − σ sj (x, t)∆vj +
[
R
sj
1 (x, t) + λRsj2 (x, t)
] · ∇vj
+ F sj
(
x, t, v˜1(x, t), . . . , v˜6(x, t); v˜1(·, t), . . . , v˜5(·, t), λ
)
< 0 (3.25)
for (x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T ], where for each k = 1, . . . ,6,
v˜k(·, t) := zk(·, t) + σ
[
1 + 3(L1 + L2)61/2t
]
,
provided
vr(x, τ ) v˜r (x, τ )wr(x, τ ) + σ
[
1 + 3(L1 + L2)61/2T
] (3.26)
for all τ ∈ [0, t), x ∈ Ω¯ , 1 r  6 (here, σ is any constant satisfying
0 < σ < min
1i6
{
wi(x, t) − vi(x, t) | (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ × [0, T ]
}
× (1/2)[1 + 3(L1 + L2)61/2T ]−1);
and
∂wj (x, t)/∂t − σ sj (x, t)∆wj +
[
R
sj
1 (x, t) + λRsj2 (x, t)
] · ∇wj( )+ F sj x, t, w˜1(x, t), . . . , w˜6(x, t); w˜1(·, t), . . . , w˜5(·, t), λ > 0 (3.27)
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w˜k(·, t) := zk(·, t) − σ
[
1 + 3(L1 + L2)61/2t
]
,
provided
vr(x, τ ) − σ
[
1 + 3(L1 + L2)61/2T
]
 w˜r (x, τ )wr(x, τ ) (3.28)
for all τ ∈ [0, t), x ∈ Ω¯ , 1 r  6. Then the following is satisfied:
vj (x, t) zj (x, t)wj(x, t) for all (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T , j = 1, . . . ,6. (3.29)
Proof. For (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T , define
z±σi (x, t) = zi(x, t) ±
[
1 + 3(L1 + L2)61/2t
]
σ.
Note that
F si
(
x, t; z1(x, t), . . . , z6(x, t); z1(·, t), . . . , z5(·, t)
)
− F si
(
x, t, z−σ1 (x, t), . . . , z
−σ
6 (x, t); z−σ1 (·, t), . . . , z−σ5 (·, t)
)
= F˜ si
(
x, t; z1(x, t), . . . , z6(x, t); z1(·, t), . . . , z5(·, t)
)
− F˜ si
(
x, t, z−σ1 (x, t), . . . , z
−σ
6 (x, t); z−σ1 (·, t), . . . , z−σ5 (·, t)
)
+ σ [1 + 3(L1 + L2)61/2t]λ 5∑
j=1
q˜j
∫
∂Ω
m∑
r=1
m∑
k=1
HsirkGxr (x, ξ)νk(ξ) dξ. (3.30)
By hypotheses, at t = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,6, we have
vi(x, t) < z
+σ
i (x, t) and z
−σ
i (x, t) < wi(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T . (3.31)
Suppose one of these inequalities fails at some point in Ω¯ × (0, τ1) where τ1 =
min{T , (3(L1 + L2)61/2)−1}; and (x1, t1) is a point in Ω¯ × (0, τ1) with minimal t1 where
(3.31) fails. At (x1, t1), vi = z+σi or z−σi = wi for some i. Assume that the latter is the
case; a similar proof holds for the former case. (Also assume that i = 1, while the same
arguments hold for other cases of i.) First, let w1(x1, t1) = z−σ1 (x1, t1) with x1 ∈ Ω . At
(x1, t1), we deduce
(∂/∂t)
(
w1 − z−σ1
)∣∣
(x1,t1)
= ∂w1/∂t − ∂z1/∂t + 3σ(L1 + L2)61/2
 σ s1∆(w1 − z1) +
[
Rs11 + λRs12
] · ∇(w1 − z1)
+ F s1
(
x1, t1, z
−σ
1 (x1, t1), . . . , z
−σ
6 (x1, t1); z−σ1 (·, t1), . . . , z−σ5 (·, t1)
)
− F s1
(
x1, t1, z1(x1, t1), . . . , z6(x1, t1); z1(·, t1), . . . , z5(·, t1)
)
1/2+ 3σ(L1 + L2)6 . (3.32)
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∣∣F s1 (x1, t1, z−σ1 (x1, t1), . . . , z−σ6 (x1, t1); z−σ1 (·, t1), . . . , z−σ5 (·, t1))
− F s1
(
x1, t1, z1(x1, t1), . . . , z6(x1, t1); z1(·, t1), . . . , z5(·, t1)
)∣∣
 (L1 + L2)61/2σ
[
1 + 3(L1 + L2)61/2t1
]
 (L1 + L2)61/2σ2. (3.33)
Thus from (3.32) and (3.33), we have
(∂/∂t)
(
w1 − z−σ1
)∣∣
(x1,t1)
 σ(L1 + L2)61/2 > 0,
contradicting the definition of (x1, t1). The remaining part of the proof of Lemma 3.4 is
the same as the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.1, and will thus be omitted. The de-
pendence on λ is suppressed in the writing. The lemma is actually true for each λ ∈ [0, λˆ),
0 s  1. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be complete by choosing appropriate vi and wi for the
solution zi = ns,hi of Eq. (3.19), and then applying Lemma 3.4 to obtain the bound (3.15).
For i = 1, . . . ,6, (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T , define
vi(x, t) := −KePt , wi(x, t) := KePt ,
where the constants K and P will now be chosen. The assumptions on gsi implies that
(3.24) is satisfied by choosing K sufficiently large. In order to verify (3.25) and (3.27), we
first note that one term in (3.21) satisfies:
λ
5∑
j=1
∫
Ω
m∑
r=1
m∑
k=1
Hsirk(x, t)Gxrxk (x, ξ)q˜j
[
zj (ξ, t) − zj (x, t)
]
dξ
 λ
5∑
j=1
∫
Ω
m∑
r=1
m∑
k=1
Hsirk(x, t)Gxrxk (x, ξ)q˜j K¯|ξ − x|α/2 dξ  Rˆ
for some constant Rˆ, where K¯ is some Hölder constant for the functions zj = ns,hj . We are
able to find such a K¯ for all ns,hj under consideration by using the fact that (n
s
j − gˆsj ) ∈
S(Q), and thus∣∣ns,hj (ξ, t) − ns,hj (x, t)∣∣= (∂/∂t)(nsj (ξ, t∗) − nsj (x, t∗)∣∣ K¯|ξ − x|α/2.
Here, t∗ depends on the pair (x, ξ), and it satisfies t∗ ∈ (t, t +h). The constant K¯ depends
on Q. We have used the fact that nsj are solutions of linear equations related to (3.4) (cf.
(3.34) below), so that the bound on the Hölder norms of the coefficients give rise to a bound
to the H 2+α,(2+α)/2 norms of the solutions by means of Schauder’s estimates. We may then
reduce the size of λˆ so that Rˆ is independent of Q for all λ ∈ [0, λˆ). Estimating the other
terms of Fsj (x, t, v˜1(x, t), . . . , v˜6; v˜1(·, t), . . . , v˜5(·, t), λ), we obtain by means of (3.20),
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∣∣F sj (x, t, v˜1(x, t), . . . , v˜6; v˜1(·, t), . . . , v˜5(·, t), λ)∣∣
 B¯
[
KePt + σ (1 + 3(L1 + L2)61/2T )]+ Rˆ,
where B¯ is a constant independent of Q, as long as λ ∈ [0, λˆ). Here, λˆ is determined by Q,
and we have used the boundedness properties of Rsijk(x, t) as described for (3.19). Thus
(3.25) is satisfied if
−PKeP t + B¯[KePt + σ (1 + 3(L1 + L2)61/2T )]+ Rˆ < 0
for 0  t  T , which is true by choosing sufficiently large P . Inequality (3.27) can be
verified in the same way as (3.25). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
In order to investigate the solutions for (3.4) and (3.5), we will search for fixed points
of the following related mappings: Ts : (n˜s1, . . . , n˜s6) → (nˆs1, . . . , nˆs6), with (n˜s1 − gˆs1, . . . ,
n˜s6 − gˆs6) ∈ S(Q), where nsi = nˆsi , i = 1, . . . ,6, 0  s  1 is defined to be the solution in
Ω × (0, T ) of the linear system:


∂ns1/∂t − ∇ · (Ds1(|∇n˜s7|2)∇ns1) + s(µ1(|∇n˜s7|2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5]ns1
− sµ1(|∇n˜s7|2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇ns1] + sc12ns1 = c11(|∇n˜s7|2)n˜s5s,
∂ns2/∂t − ∇ · (Ds2(|∇n˜s7|2)∇ns2) + s2(µ2(|∇n˜s7|2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5]ns2
− sµ2(|∇n˜s7|2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇ns2] + sc22n˜s5ns2 = c21n˜s1s2,
∂ns3/∂t − ∇ · (Ds3(|∇n˜s7|2)∇ns3) + s(µ3(|∇n˜s7|2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5]ns3
− sµ3(|∇n˜s7|2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇ns3] + sc32ns3 = c31(|∇n˜s7|2)n˜s5s,
∂ns4/∂t − ∇ · (Ds4(|∇n˜s7|2)∇ns4) + s2(µ4(|∇n˜s7|2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5]ns4
− sµ4(|∇n˜s7|2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇ns4] + sc42n˜s5ns4 = c41n˜s3s2,
∂ns5/∂t − ∇ · (Ds5(n˜s6/n˜s5)∇ns5) − s(µ5(n˜s6/n˜s5)/)[
∑4
i=1 qi n˜si − q5n˜s5]ns5
+ sµ5(n˜s6/n˜s5)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇ns5] − s(c11(|∇n˜s7|2) + c31(|∇n˜s7|2)
− c22n˜s2 − c42n˜s4)ns5 = 0,
∂ns6/∂t − (5/3)∇ · (Ds5(n˜s6/n˜s5)∇ns6) − s(5/3)(µ5(n˜s6/n˜s5)/)[
∑4
i=1 qin˜si
− q5n˜s5]ns6 + s(5/3)µ5[(∇n˜s7) · ∇ns6]
= (eµ5(∇n˜s7 · ∇n˜s7)n˜s5 − eDs5[∇n˜s7 · ∇n˜s5] − n˜s5[
∑5
i=1 din˜si ])s,
∆n˜s7 = −1(
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5);
nsi (x, t) = gsi (x, t) for (x, t) ∈ (∂Ω × [0, T ]) ∪ (Ω × {0}), i = 1, . . . ,6,
(3.34)
n˜s7(x, t) = φ(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0, T ].
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
∂zs1/∂t − ∇ · (Ds1(|∇n˜s7|2)∇zs1) + s(µ1(|∇n˜s7|2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5]zs1
− sµ1(|∇n˜s7|2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇zs1] + sc12zs1
= −∂gˆs1/∂t + G1(s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜s5, [∇n˜s7], [gˆs1]),
∂zs2/∂t − ∇ · (Ds2(|∇n˜s7|2)∇zs2) + s2(µ2(|∇n˜s7|2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5]zs2
− sµ2(|∇n˜s7|2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇zs2] + sc22n˜s5zs2
= −∂gˆs2/∂t + G2(s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜s5, [∇n˜s7], [gˆs2]),
∂zs3/∂t − ∇ · (Ds3(|∇n˜s7|2)∇zs3) + s(µ3(|∇n˜s7|2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5]zs3
− sµ3(|∇n˜s7|2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇zs3] + sc32zs3
= −∂gˆs3/∂t + G3(s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜s5, [∇n˜s7], [gˆs3]),
∂zs4/∂t − ∇ · (Ds4(|∇n˜s7|2)∇zs4) + s2(µ4(|∇n˜s7|2)/)[
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5]zs4
− sµ4(|∇n˜s7|2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇zs4] + sc42n˜s5zs4
= −∂gˆs4/∂t + G4(s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜s5, [∇n˜s7], [gˆs4]),
∂zs5/∂t − ∇ · (Ds5(n˜s6/n˜s5)∇zs5) − s(µ5(n˜s6/n˜s5)/)[
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5]zs5
+ sµ5(n˜s6/n˜s5)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇zs5] − s(c11(|∇n˜s7|2) + c31(|∇n˜s7|2)
− c22n˜s2 − c42n˜s4)zs5
= −∂gˆs5/∂t + G5(s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜s4, [n˜s5], [n˜s6],∇n˜s7, [gˆs5]),
∂zs6/∂t − (5/3)∇ · (Ds5(n˜s6/n˜s5)∇zs6) − s(5/3)(µ5(n˜s6/n˜s5)/)
× [∑4i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5]zs6 + s(5/3)µ5[(∇n˜s7) · ∇zs6]
= −∂gˆs6/∂t + G6(s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜s4, [n˜s5], [n˜s6],∇n˜s7, [gˆs6]),
∆n˜s7 = −1(
∑4
i=1 qin˜si − q5n˜s5);
zsi (x, t) = 0 for (x, t) ∈ (∂Ω × [0, T ]) ∪ (Ω × {0}), i = 1, . . . ,6,
n˜s7(x, t) = φ(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0, T ],
(3.35)
where
G1
(
s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜
s
5,
[∇n˜s7], [gˆs1])
= c11
(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)n˜s5s + ∇ · (Ds1(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)∇gˆs1)
− s(µ1(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)/)
[ 4∑
i=1
qin˜
s
i − q5n˜s5
]
gˆs1 + sµ1
(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇gˆs1]
− sc12gˆs1,
G2
(
s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜
s
5,
[∇n˜s7], [gˆs2])
= c21n˜s1s2 + ∇ ·
(
Ds2
(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)∇gˆs2)
− s2(µ2(∣∣∇n˜s ∣∣2)/)
[ 4∑
qin˜
s − q5n˜s
]
gˆs + sµ2
(∣∣∇n˜s ∣∣2)[(∇n˜s ) · ∇gˆs]7
i=1
i 5 2 7 7 2
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G3
(
s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜
s
5,
[∇n˜s7], [gˆs3])
= c31
(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)n˜s5s + ∇ · (Ds3(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)∇gˆs3)
− s(µ3(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)/)
[ 4∑
i=1
qin˜
s
i − q5n˜s5
]
gˆs3 + sµ3
(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇gˆs3]
− sc32gˆs3,
G4
(
s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜
s
5,
[∇n˜s7], [gˆs4])
= c41n˜s3s2 + ∇ ·
(
Ds4
(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)∇gˆs4)− s2(µ4(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)/)
[ 4∑
i=1
qin˜
s
i − q5n˜s5
]
gˆs4
+ sµ4
(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇gˆs4]− sc42n˜s5gˆs4,
G5
(
s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜
s
4,
[
n˜s5
]
,
[
n˜s6
]
,∇n˜s7,
[
gˆs5
])
= ∇ · (Ds5(n˜s6/n˜s5)∇gˆs5)
+ s(µ5(n˜s6/n˜s5)/)
[ 4∑
i=1
qin˜
s
i − q5n˜s5
]
gˆs5 − sµ5
(
n˜s6/n˜
s
5
)[(∇n˜s7) · ∇gˆs5]
+ s(c11(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)+ c31(∣∣∇n˜s7∣∣2)− c22n˜s2 − c42n˜s4)gˆs5,
G6
(
s, n˜s1, . . . , n˜
s
4,
[
n˜s5
]
,
[
n˜s6
]
,∇n˜s7,
[
gˆs6
])
=
(
eµ5
(∇n˜s7 · ∇n˜s7)n˜s5 − eDs5[∇n˜s7 · ∇n˜s5]− n˜s5
[ 5∑
i=1
din˜
s
i
])
s
+ (5/3)∇ · (Ds5(n˜s6/n˜s5)∇gˆs6)
+ s(5/3)(µ5(n˜s6/n˜s5)/)
[ 4∑
i=1
qi n˜
s
i − q5n˜s5
]
gˆs6 − s(5/3)µ5
[(∇n˜s7) · ∇gˆs6].
(3.36)
In order to obtain existence of a solution in the appropriate class, we will need to clarify
the assumptions on the initial and boundary functions gi(x, t) in (1.2) for (x, t) ∈ ΓT . We
will assume that gi(x, t) is the restriction of a family of functions gsi (x, t) := gi(x, t, s),
0 s  1 with:
gi(x, t,1) = gi(x, t); gi(x, t,0) = 0 for (x, t) ∈ ΓT .
Moreover, the functions gi(x, t, s) has extensions gˆi (x, t, s) to be defined as a member
of H 2+α,(2+α)/2(Ω¯ × [0, T ]) for each s ∈ [0,1]; and as a function of s ∈ [0,1] into the
Banach space H 2+α,(2+α)/2(Ω¯ × [0, T ]), the function gˆi is continuous in s. We will also
assume the following usual compatibility condition at x ∈ ∂Ω , t = 0:
(∂gˆi/∂t)(x,0, s)|x∈∂Ω( [ ] [ ])∣= Gi s, n˜s1(x,0), . . . , n˜s5(x,0), ∇n˜s7(x,0) , gˆi(x,0, s) ∣x∈∂Ω
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(∂gˆ5/∂t)(x,0, s)|x∈∂Ω
= G5
(
s, n˜s1(x,0), . . . ,
[
n˜s5(x,0)
]
,
[
n˜s6(x,0)
]
,∇n˜s7(x,0),
[
gˆ5(x,0, s)
])∣∣
x∈∂Ω,
(∂gˆ6/∂t)(x,0, s)|x∈∂Ω
= G6
(
s, n˜s1(x,0), . . . ,
[
n˜s5(x,0)
]
,
[
n˜s6(x,0)
]
,∇n˜s7(x,0),
[
gˆ6(x,0, s)
])∣∣
x∈∂Ω.
(3.37)
Remark. Note that n˜s1(x,0), . . . , n˜
s
6(x,0),∇n˜s7(x,0) above actually only depends on
gˆi (x,0, s) because zsi (x,0) = 0 for x ∈ Ω . They do not depend on the preimage of Ts
as in appearance. Moreover, the conditions are only imposed for x ∈ ∂Ω at t = 0, and can
be readily satisfied in numerous occasions.
Main Theorem 3.2 (Existence). Let T > 0 be arbitrary, and assume there exist positive
constants δ, Ci , i = 1, . . . ,5, satisfying (2.8), (2.9) as described in Lemma 3.1. Let σ > 0
be small enough so that (3.8) remains true, and suppose that the initial-boundary func-
tions gsi , i = 1, . . . ,5, satisfy (3.6), with extension properties as described above satisfying
compatibility conditions (3.37) for i = 1, . . . ,6. Then for λ ∈ (0, λˆ), λˆ sufficiently small,
the initial-boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) has a solution with ni ∈ H 2+α,(2+α)/2(Ω¯T ),
i = 1, . . . ,6. Moreover, we have
0 ni(x, t) Ci, i = 1, . . . ,4, (1 − σ)δ  n5(x, t) C5 for (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T .
(Recall that the coefficient and boundary functions Di(z,λ), µi(z,λ), c11(z), c31(z) and
φ(x, t) are assumed to satisfy properties as described at the first paragraph of this section.
The dependence of Di and µi on λ in (1.1) is not explicitly displayed.)
Proof. Let B be the Banach space:
B := {u ∈ H 1+α,(1+α)/2(Ω¯T ) ∣∣ ui = 0 on ΓT , i = 1, . . . ,6}
with norm ‖u‖ =∑6i=1 ‖ui‖1+αΩT . For ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξ6) ∈ B , define the mapping: Tˆs :B → B ,
0  s  1, by Tˆs(ξ) = zˆs := (zˆs1, . . . , zˆs6) where zi = zˆsi , i = 1, . . . ,6, is the solution of
(3.35) with
n˜si = ξi + gˆsi in Ω¯T , i = 1, . . . ,6. (3.38)
Thus the function
nˆsi := zˆsi + gˆsi in Ω¯T , i = 1, . . . ,6, (3.39)
is a solution of (3.34). In case ξ = Tˆs(ξ) = zˆs , then (3.38), (3.39) give n˜si = nˆsi , for i =
1, . . . ,6. We thus have (ns1, . . . , n
s
6) = (nˆs1, . . . , nˆs6) as a solution of (3.4), (3.5). Under the
assumptions of δ and Ci of this theorem, the proof of Lemma 3.1 gives:
0 nˆsi (x, t) Ci, i = 1,2,3,4, s(1 − σ)δ  nˆs5(x, t) C5 (3.40)
for σ > 0 sufficiently small, (x, t) ∈ Ω¯T . Moreover, if the solution is in S(Q), for some
Q> 0, we can apply Lemma 3.1 to obtain a bound independent of Q for maxΓT |∂nˆsi /∂xj |
458 A.W. Leung, G.S. Chen / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 310 (2005) 436–458for i = 1, . . . ,5, for 0  λ < λˆ, λˆ sufficiently small. Subsequently, we can apply Lem-
mas 3.2, 3.3 and Theorem 3.1 to obtain bounds, independent of Q (determined only by
δ and Ci , i = 1, . . . ,5) for maxΩ¯T |nˆs6|, maxΩ¯T |∂nˆsi /∂xj |, i = 1, . . . ,6 for each j , and
maxΩ¯T |∂nˆsi /∂t |, i = 1, . . . ,6. By [5, Theorem 5.3, p. 448], these bounds determine a
bound for the norm of the function (nˆs1, . . . , nˆ
s
6) in B . Since they are independent of Q,
we conclude that the solution (nˆs1, . . . , nˆ
s
6) cannot be on the boundary of the set S(Q˜) in
B for Q˜ > 0 sufficiently large, for all s ∈ [0,1]. Consider the map H : [0,1] × B → B
defined by
H(s, ξ) = ξ − Tˆs(ξ).
The mapping Tˆs(ξ) is compact, and the equation H(0, ξ) = 0 has a unique solution ξ = 0.
Thus, by the homotopic invariance principle due to Leray–Schauder, we conclude that the
equation H(1, ξ) = 0 must have a solution in the interior of S(Q˜). (See, e.g., [1].) Since
the solution (n11, . . . , n
1
6) is a solution of the linear problem (3.34) for s = 1, Schauder’s
theory asserts that ni = n1i is in H 2+α,(2+α)/2(Ω¯T ). 
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